REQUEST OF FORMAL STATUS CONFIRMATION
The five (5) Council members listed on the prior page, each in his or her own role and responsibilities, are sad to report, and responded by saying, after they had thoroughly checked their current
&/or past Council records ~ they can find no current files, nor past evidence, of any of the
following alleged 'political' governance organizations, races, beings or people, functioning
individually or collectively, representing or participating with the Council, its advisory boards
or sub-committees, or its Galactic Federation management organization:
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)
6.)
7.)

"Taygetan Pleiadian Galactic Council Federation"
"High Council of Taygeta"
"Commander in Chief (CC) or (Head of Mission) "SWARUU" [or “Swaruu”]
"Mission Member", "A type of Ambassador", "Rashell of Temmer"
"Cosmic Agency" - [“representing” the "Taygetan Pleiadian Galactic Council Federation"]
"Maria Orsic", [Rashell alleges Maria Orsic is “Taygetan”]
"Agartha" - [an "inner Earth" people with alleged diplomatic ties to the Council]

The discovery of a complete lack of evidence, or historical data, regarding the above seven (7)
entities speaks to the overall lack of substance, veracity and reliability of these matters and the
claims presented by them. Further, we refute the claim that Maria Orsic is “Taygetan”.
IN BRIEF, REGARDING THE FOLLOWING:
•

•

•

•

"...in this 2-part communication, Taygetan Head of Mission Swaruu reveals a cutback in the Taygetan mission to Earth, based on a recent Policy decision that "Earth
humans are not ready for Open Contact ".
In the "We formed the Vril Society" 29:09 [minute] video, at the 9:02 minute mark,
it is important to note that this alleged - "Commander in Chief of Federation for
Earth Operations" "Swaruu", a channeled entity speaking through Gosia, says she,
"...does not represent Taygeta, much less the Federation, and that she only represents
herself." So, I ask the question, who is this Swaruu entity, really? Why does she feel
she is authorized to speak, making statements of policy change, a 'pull back', a
change in Federation policy' regarding contact with Earth people, when in fact she
states she, “...does not represent Taygeta, much less the Federation, and that she only
represents herself.” These statements by her are contradictory, paradoxical and
nonsensical. I am therefore highly concerned about the validity of her claims and
assertions.
Then, immediately after, at the 9:12 minute mark, “Rashell of Temmer”, a channeled
entity also speaking through Gosia, says, "...with me, it is the opposite, I officially
represent Taygeta here as a member of the High Council of Taygeta." So, I also ask
the same question, who is “Rashell of Temmer”, if our people on the Council have no
record of her. And, they also have no record of a “...High Council of Taygeta, and
also as a member of Taygeta before the Federation”. As well, in the case of this
entity, I am also highly concerned about the validity of her claims and assertions.
These three (3) above items speak to the lack of veracity of anything else they claim.

FOR THE RECORD
Based on the research, current information and answers provided by the five (5) Galactic Council
members:
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A.) There is no "Taygetan Pleiadian Galactic Council Federation"
A.1) There is no "High Council of Taygeta"
A.2) There is the multi-dimensional: Andromeda [Galactic] Council with twelve (12) senior
member star systems and their senior home worlds. There is also the: Galactic Federation,
founded in the Tau Ceti star system with their senior home word of “Xeta”, 140 star systems
with 300 planets, and Joint Earth Council sub-committee, as well as twelve (12) other advisory
boards and subcommittees, all current operational governance and management bodies.
B.) The Council, and the Galactic Federation, has no record of a - "Cosmic Agency" YouTube
channel representing it.
B.1) There is of long standing the Andromeda [Galactic] Council web site for eight (8) plus
years, and its YouTube channel with 3.2 million views, with much of its information also
cooraborated by other sources over the years. And, there are Earth people who are actual
Council contactees including me, “Tolec”, “Adona”, “Aki-Ra” of Japan, and seven (7) other
Earth people who are in various stages of awakening regarding their Earth mission responsibilities to the Council. The Council members know the names of these 7 other Earth People.
C.) The young woman, “Gosia” from “Cosmic Agency” [a literal YouTube channel], through
whom "Rashell of Temmer" speaks; and that Rashell is a self proclaimed: "Ambassador ",
an "...Ambassador between Taygeta and the Federation ", and a "...Taygetan/Federation
Ambassador for the Earth ". This information is nonsensical because as stated by 5 leading
members of the Council, there is no: "Taygetan Pleiadian Galactic Council Federation". They
again emphatically state there is also no: “Taygetan High Council” or “High Council of
Taygeta”. And, we have no record of her as an “Ambassador”.
C.1) I, "Tolec", as is my sister, "Adona", we are both originally from planet Dakote, one of four
(4) planets of the Taygeta star system. We know the names of all 4 planets. Taygeta is one of
the 7 major stars of the Pleiades, 'The Seven Sisters', of Dakota/Lakota/Nakota lore, an open
major star cluster. We both have formal appointed roles on the Council. The people of planet
Dakote, and the Council, inclusive of the Galactic Federation and its current Joint Earth
Council... have always had a very special, close working relationship. Again, we tell you, the
Council confirms there is no: "Taygetan Pleiadian Galactic Council Federation ", and there is
no: "High Council of Taygeta ". If there was one in existence, we would know about it.
Also, as documented by me in various past interviews, inclusive of those with you Alfred, since
2011, and including white papers I have written, our people have also found no records of any
“inner Earth” civilization, organic or higher-dimensional, named: “Agartha”, which is on record
many times as supported by the “Galactic Federation of Light”, which absolutely has no, I repeat
no formal diplomatic ties with the Galactic Council.
D.) The Council does acknowledge Robert having contact with certain space beings. They do
not question his integrity or enthusiasm; however, they do question his level of discernment with
regard to the actual entities... with which he is in communication, and their true intentions.
SUMMARY
As a last observation, Adona and I find it very curious, and quite concerning, that the name of
this alleged Taygetan Head of Mission, Chief of Command (CC) SWARUU, or 'Swaruu', that as
Adona identified, if you break down this word ~ you would find the following: [letter: “S”, the
word “WAR”, and the word “UU”?, or maybe 'You'. Think about this.
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In closing, and paraphrasing what Chairman Dakkra of the Council had to say, overall, about this
matter:
“...Please know, all is proceeding as it should. It is true, as of today, many Earth People are
what you would call 'awake and aware' , ready for contact with our people, your brothers and
sisters of the stars. It is true “all” Earth humans may not be ready for contact. It is also true,
many are not yet awakened. This is the reality of your planet, today.
However, regardless of the number of Earth people who are awake and aware regarding the
reality of our existence, we WILL stand by all People of planet Earth. We are NOT changing
our policy. We are NOT withdrawing. We are NOT pulling back. We are NOT reducing our
commitment to only one form of contact, only one form of communication, via what you call your
Earth internet "social media".
We WILL continue to fly in your skies and be seen. We WILL continue to increase the frequency
of our flights. You WILL, as we have promised, have actual visitation by our most senior
diplomatic people, and soon after with many various scout craft commanders and their crew
members, at the most appropriate moment, with the People of Earth, the citizens of planet Earth,
not with your Earth governments, nor their agencies, agents or employees.
We are determined and committed. We WILL see to completion our standing support of the
freeing of the people of planet Earth, as evidenced by our 2011 and 2012 removal and/or
destruction of ALL Draco & Hydra Reptilian operated undersea and underground bases...
until your complete freedom is secured from all negative ETs & other off-planet malignant
forces, including “AI”, from your world.
We SUPPORT your Policy Appeal to our Council, and the Galactic Federation, for assistance
within the 'Prime Directive' constraints to accomplish your stated objectives.
We, of the Galactic Council, WILL continue to keep our word to you, our brothers and sisters the
People of Earth, as you finally begin your lives as free sovereign citizens... as the new Earth
vibration, and your future, takes hold.”
Alfred, in closing, we of the Council support your own continued noble and committed efforts,
inclusive of certain very relevant matters cited in your formal “APPEAL OF DECISION”. We
can discuss it at length; and I will formally submit it and review it with my Council contacts.
And, again, Alfred, the Council still foresees and supports your coming role as the head diplomat
for the Galactic Council from planet Earth: “Ambassador, Regional Governance, [Earth based]
Joint Earth Council ”.
cc: Adona, StarAncestry
aka “Andromene”, Director, GC's ~ Interdimensional Telepathy &
Communication - Observation & Advisory Board
--

Tolec
Senior Member, Joint Earth Council
Andromeda [Galactic] Council
Andromeda Council
Transformational Shift Events [global conferences]
SEDONA CLOSE ENCOUNTERS [monthly meetings]
YouTube: Transformational Shift Events
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